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Abstract – Ice accretion upon a surface is of interest in areas such as wind power, electric power transmission and vehicles in cold 
climate. Ice assimilation appears when humid air or water droplets impacts and freezes on a cold surface. In the study presented in this 
paper, droplets are deposited onto aluminium plates constructed to generate a specific contact angle between the droplet and substrate. 
Five contact angles are investigated and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is used to analyse the internal flow. The droplets are studied 
along the vertical centerline and at horizontal lines at distances of 50% and 75% of the total height of the droplet. From the results it is 
found that a lower contact angle will increase the magnitude of the internal flow close to the edges. A larger contact angle will instead 
increase the magnitude of the flow in the center of the droplet. For a droplet with lower contact angle it was furthermore found that there 
is a triangular area inside the droplet with close to zero velocity.  
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1. Introduction 

Ice assimilation on a surface can lead to reduced efficiency and also dangers. The areas where it can be of interest is for 
example wind power [1]-[2], and in transportation such as airplanes, boats and cars. In the case of these examples ice is 
formed by humid air or impacting water droplets that starts to freeze on the surface. 

For freezing water droplets there are generally two types of droplets that are studied. Either a sessile droplet that is 
resting on a surface [3]- [5] or an impacting droplet [6]- [8].  

It was clearly shown by Huang et al. [3] that the contact angle influences the freezing process of a sessile droplet. It can 
then be of interest to further investigate how the contact angle influence the internal flow. In Fagerström et al. [9], a groove 
was used to control the contact radius, which in its turn controls the contact angle for droplets of equal volume. The results 
showed that a groove can be used to generate similar droplets for repeated experiments. This method allows the possibility 
to generate droplets of predetermined shape. The internal flow in a droplet is a part of the freezing process that has been less 
investigated. It was shown by Kawanami et al. [10] that temperature gradient, surface tension and buoyancy forces has an 
influence on the internal flow. Karlsson et al. [11]- [12] furthermore showed numerically that the internal natural convection 
and buoyancy forces are important for the internal flow. The Marangoni convection was however not accounted for in the 
simulations. It was later shown in experimental work by Karlsson et al. [13]- [14] that there is a directional change in the 
internal flow after a while. Voulgaropoulos et al. [15] used another method in their experiments. Covering the droplet surface 
with oil, the freezing was initiated from the interface and inwards instead of from the substrate. A directional change or 
upward movement could not be seen yet a downward motion was observed due to the downwards solidification from the 
top. 

The setup used for the experiment in this study is based on the experimental setup in Karlsson et al. [13]- [14] with 
modifications made in Fagerström et al. [9]. 

The goal of this paper is to investigate how the internal flow is influenced by the shape of the droplet. Five aluminium 
plates with different outer groove radius are used to generate contact angles between 64.85° and 93.77°. 

 
2. Material and Methods 

First the experimental set-up is presented together with calculations of contact angle. The analysis method and 
uncertainty analysis is then presented.  
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2.1. Experimental setup 
In the experiments, deionized (DI) water droplets with a volume of 10 µL are deposited on aluminium plates. The 

water droplets are seeded with fluorescent particles (microparticles GmbH PS-FlouRed) which has a diameter of 
3.16µm. The aluminium plates are 50mm in diameter and have a thickness of 2mm. All plates have a circular groove 
that is 1mm deep. The inner radius of the groove is 0.765mm for all the plates while the outer radius varies for the 
different plates. Since aluminium have a higher thermal conductivity than ice, (238 𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚−1𝐾𝐾−1 for aluminium to be 
compared with 2.1 𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚−1𝐾𝐾−1 for ice [16]), the assumption is that the cooling will be similar for all the plates. The inner 
radius of the groove which is metal is the same even though the outer radius is varying i.e. the metal area is the same for 
all the studied cases while the ice area differs depending on the contact radius. 

The outer radius of the groove will thus generate different contact angles which in turn changes the shape of the 
droplet. The contact angles are predetermined and the volume of the droplets are constant. Using equation  

                                                                           𝑉𝑉 = 𝜋𝜋
6
ℎ(3𝑎𝑎2 + ℎ2)                                                                         (1) 

which is the volume for a spherical cap and the following equation to calculate the contact angle  
                                                                           𝜃𝜃 = 2 ∙ arctan �ℎ

𝑎𝑎
�                                                                                  (2) 

the height and the outer groove radius of the droplets can be determined theoretically. V is the volume of the droplet, h is the 
height from the surface to the top of the droplet, a is the surface radius of the droplet and 𝜃𝜃 is the contact angle.  After 
manufacturing, the outer groove radius were measured for all plates to verify the radius. The theoretical surface radius and 
height is as seen in Table 1 together with the contact angle based on measurements of the aluminium plate. 

Plate A B C D E 
Theoretical Contact Angle (°) 64.85 74.11 80.97 88.16 93.77 

Surface Radius (mm) 2.0673 1.9208 1.8173 1.7110 1.6285 
Height (mm) 1.3133 1.4502 1.5512 1.6569 1.7394 

Experimental Contact Angle (°) 64.74 72.12 78.61 85.70 91.74 
 
The PIV setup is the same as in Fagerström et al. [9], the DI droplet are released on the aluminium plate which is 

resting on an aluminium holder which is in turn cooled by a peltier element. The peltier element is cooled by water 
pumped from a tank with an ice/water mix. A plexiglass chamber is used to reduce external influences such as drafts. 
The chamber has four holes, one hole is placed in the back wall to give a clear view for the camera, and another hole is 
placed on the right side for the laser sheet to pass through. Two holes are also present on the top of the chamber, one for 
the hygrometer and one to insert the pipette to deposit the droplet. A Finnpipette F1 10µL, fastened on an optical rail, is 
used to release the droplets. To measure the temperature of the plate, a thermocouple type K model 6206000 are used. 
The fluorescent particles are lit up by a laser which enters the droplet at a perpendicular angle compared to the droplet. 

 
2.2. Analysis and uncertainty of experiments 

The water droplets are analysed by studying the movements of the particles at the center plane of the droplet. To 
find the velocity field of the droplet the Matlab package PIVlab was used. First the droplets boundary were defined in 
the program, secondly the PIV algorithm FFT were used and three passes was chosen, first 64x64, second 32x32 and 
third 16x16. A calibration of the velocity was derived based on the distance for a pixel and the time between the frames. 
After the velocity field has been found at the point in the freezing process that is of interest, it is imported into Matlab. 
In Matlab, an image analysis of the droplet at the chosen time is performed and the shape of the droplet is found by first 
using a threshold and then mark the general shape of the droplet to find the shape and coordinates for the liquid-gas 
interface. An issue with the liquid-gas interface, is that the light gets distorted. A method proposed by Kang et al. [17] 
upon which Minor et al. [18] did a correction, can be used to transform the velocity field from PIVlab to the correct 

Table 1: Theoretical shape of the droplet for the different plates. 
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position in the droplet. This method has been used in previous experiments by Karlsson et al. [13]. Since there is a distortion 
of the velocity field information about the outermost part of the droplet is lost. 

There are always some uncertainties with experiments, and the errors can be categorised into two subsections, systematic 
systematic errors and random errors. Examples of these can be for systematic errors; human influences such as small 
variations in droplet releases, reading of temperature, not enough mixed particles and offsets in PIVlab or image analysis of 
of the droplet. Random errors can be e.g. how the droplet attach to the groove, impact forces and that the freezing height in 
in the groove might have slight variations. The errors may thus lead to a slight change in contact angle and freezing time. 

Fifteen experiments were performed for each plate, yet not all experiments were deemed valid. Only droplets with a 
base diameter within 2% of the grooves diameter were accepted in order to achieve uniform droplets. The valid experiments 
were then analysed three times to get an average for every experiment regarding the shape and internal flow. 

 
3. Results and Discussion 

In the presented results, the velocity is examined at 9% of the total freezing time. The velocities are studied at three 
positions inside the droplet, i.e. the vertical centerline, and two horizontal lines at 50% and 75% of the droplets height. The 
locations for the vertical and horizontal lines can be seen in Figure 1. For the horizontal cases the total velocity is studied as 
well as the separate components in the x- and y-direction. It is assumed that the velocity field in a droplet is symmetrical 
around the centerline even though the internal flow at the right side and the left side of the vertical line through the droplet 
will differ slightly in the experimental results. The difference between the two edges is due to the laser sheet coming in from 
the left. It will create an area along the right edge that is less illuminated due to refraction from the liquid-gas interface.  This 
makes the movement along the right edge less certain since the PIV analysis might show errors in that area. The most focus 
in the result sections will therefore be on the left side of the vertical centerline. 

 

3.1 Velocity Along the Vertical Centerline 
From Figure 2 it is seen that a higher contact angle will give a higher velocity along the centerline. The peak of the 

velocities are found between 73.5-80% of the droplets heights for all the plates. From the centerline velocities displayed in 
Figure 2, it can be seen that there is a scatter of the velocities close to the substrate and this phenomena is known to stem 
from the ice layer. The ice layer at 9% of the freezing time is around 40% of the height for all the plates. It is difficult to 
determine the exact location, since both visually and in the velocity field there is a triangular area of less movement in the 
middle of the droplet, which will be discussed more in the following sections. 

Figure 1: The locations where the velocity is investigated. Along the vertical centerline and at horizontal lines at 75% and at 
50% from the surface. 
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3.2. Velocity Along the Horizontal Line 

First the total velocity will be discussed and in conjunction to the total velocity, also the velocities in x- and y-
direction are investigated individually.  

 
3.2.1 Total Velocity 

In this subsection the total velocity along horizontal lines at 75% and 50% of the droplet height is studied. Looking 
at Figure 3a, which is at 75% of the droplets height, the highest internal velocity is found in the center for droplets with 
high contact angle (i.e. plate D and E). Droplets with smaller contact angle (plate A, B) will on the contrary show the 
highest velocity close to the liquid-gas interface. Interestingly, droplet type C, with a theoretical contact angle of 80.97°, 
follows the behaviour of low contact angle droplets in the center, and the behaviour of high contact angle at the edges.  

   

(b) The total velocity at a horizontal line at 50% along 
the vertical centerline from the surface. 

Figure 3: The total velocity at a horizontal line at (a) 75% and (b) 50% along the vertical centerline of the droplet 
from the surface. 

(a) The total velocity at a horizontal line at 75% along 
the vertical centerline from the surface.  

Figure 2: The velocity along the centerline for the five different plates at 9% of the total freezing time. 
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Droplet type A, which has the smallest contact angle, has hardly any velocity in the middle of the droplet. Looking at Figure 
3b, which displays the velocity at 50% of the droplets height, it is seen that there is barely any movement in the span of -
0.6mm to 0.6mm for this droplet size. This is the earlier mentioned triangular area with very small velocities in the droplet. 
In the same Figure 3b, plate B also has barely any internal flow at the 50% height in the span of -0.5mm to 0.5mm while 
plate C has almost zero just at the centerline point and not in a span. Looking instead at the edges, plate A, B and C have 
significant higher velocity compared to plate E and D, which instead show a somewhat higher velocity in the middle.  

 
3.2.2 Velocity in y-direction 

As for the y-direction along the horizontal line at 75% of the droplet height as seen in Figure 4a, the velocity is rather 
constant in the middle of the droplet and all contact angles show a lower velocity towards the edge of the droplet. It can be 
seen that the difference in magnitude between a higher and lower contact angle is almost a factor of 10 between plate E and 
A. In the middle of the droplets at 50% of the vertical height, Figure 4b, plate A and B show close to zero movement in the 
y-direction and plate C has a very low velocity. Closer towards the edge it can be seen that plate C and B have higher y-
velocities than plate E and D. This indicates that the flow closer to the top (i.e. at 75% of the droplet height) is more uniform 
in the y direction. At 50% it is then seen that a flatter droplet with a lower contact angle will have a larger velocity at the 
droplet edge than for a droplet with a higher contact angle.  
 

 
3.2.3 Velocity in x-direction 

In Figure 5a, the x component is shown for a horizontal line at 75% of the droplets height. It can be seen that all plates 
have an internal flow inwards towards the center. Droplets on plate A and B have a higher x velocity at the edges then the 
droplets with a higher contact angle. The difference is almost a factor of two. In Figure 5b, which displays the velocity in the 
x-direction at 50% of the height, it can be seen as well that plate A, B and C have a higher velocity close to the droplet edge. 
For plate A, there is barely any movement in the x-direction in the span -1mm to 1mm at 50%. Plate B have a similar area 
of hardly any movement but it is significant smaller. Plate D and E have more of a linear relationship at both 75% and 50%. 

(a) The y velocity at a horizontal line at 75% along 
the vertical centerline from the surface.  

(b) The y velocity at a horizontal line at 50% along the 
vertical centerline from the surface. 

Figure 4: The y velocity at a horizontal line at (a) 75% and (b) 50% along the vertical centerline of the droplet from 
the surface. 
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3.3 Vector Field 

As mentioned in the previous sections, droplets in the lower range of contact angles show a triangular stagnation 
area with only very small velocities. For comparison, Figure 6a and 6b shows the vector fields of the internal flow of 
droplet type A and E after the correction method has been applied and the ice layer removed. Starting with Figure 6a for 
plate type A, it can be seen that the internal flow has a high velocity at the edge and that there is a triangular shaped area 
in the middle where the velocity vectors are quite small. Then comparing with Figure 6b representing plate type E, the 
internal flow is higher in the center with a lower velocity along the edges. A small triangular shaped area is displayed 
also for droplet type E, but it is much smaller when compared to plate A. 

  

 
 

 

(a) The vector field after the correction method is applied 
and the ice is removed for a droplet on plate A. 

(b) The vector field after the correction method is applied 
and the ice is removed for a droplet on plate E. 

 Figure 6: The vector field after the correction method is applied and the ice is removed for (a) plate A and (b) plate E. 

(a) The x velocity at a horizontal line at 75% along 
the vertical centerline from the surface.  

(b) The x velocity at a horizontal line at 50% along the 
vertical centerline from the surface. 

Figure 5: The x velocity at a horizontal line at (a) 75% and (b) 50% along the vertical centerline of the droplet from 
the surface. 
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4. Conclusion 
In this paper the internal flow along the vertical centerline and at two horizontal lines are investigated. Both the total 

total velocity and the x and y components are investigated for the horizontal lines. From this analysis, it can be found that a 
that a droplet with a lower contact angle (i.e. a flatter droplet) will show the highest velocities close to the liquid-gas interface. 
interface. A droplet with a higher contact angle (i.e. a more spherical droplet) will in turn show the highest velocities along 
along the vertical centerline and lower magnitudes at the edges. It was also found that for a droplet with a lower contact 
angle, a triangular area appear in the center where there is barely any movement. 
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